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The processing of fragmented figures was investigated in a same-different reaction time task with
pairs of intact and pairs of fragmented alphabet letters. The effect of fragmentation was signifi
cantly larger for pairs of letters rotated into an unfamiliar orientation than for pairs of normally
oriented letters. Since this significant interaction was obtained for subjects emphasizing a structural
mode of processing (Hock, 1973), it was concluded that familiarity had a direct effect on the struc
tural/organizational processing of the fragmented figures.

One of the most compelling phenomenological successfully compete with spontaneous organizing
facts of perceptual psychology is the observation forces if the subject is to recognize a fragmented
that a severely fragmented figure, though initially figure. There are, however, other ways in which the
perceived as a disorganized jumble of pieces, is per- memorial representation corresponding to a frag
ceived as a well-organized whole when the figure is mented figure could have a direct influence on per
recognized. It is clear from this phenomenon that ceptual organization. For example, the memorial
familiarity increases the likelihood that the frag- representation corresponding to a fragmented figure
mented pieces of a figure will be organized into a could serve as a schematic model that governs the
unitary whole. What remains uncertain is the locus organization of the pieces of the figure into a whole.
of the familiarity effect. This possibility would be consistent with Neisser's

In his classic study, Leeper (1935) found that (1967) theory, which asserts that schematic informa
verbal cues, such as superordinate category names, tion resulting from past experience can influence
facilitated the recognition of fragmented figures. present acts of visual synthesis.
He also found that fragmented figures, which were In contrast to the "direct" models described
initially recognized with great difficulty, were above, it is also possible that the effect of familiarity
recognized immediately when viewed tachis- on the perceptual organization of fragmented figures
toscopically several weeks later. Both these findings is indirect. It is possible, for example, that the initial
point to the importance of memory retrieval in processing of a fragmented figure involves the
reorganizing fragmented figures. Verbal cues can generation of multiple tentative organizations of
increase the likelihood that an appropriate memorial the fragments. Recognition would then result from
representation will be retrieved, and seeing a frag- the "selection" of the perceptual organization that
mented form for the second time can result in the is the best fit with a meaningful memorial represent a
retrieval of the "correct" reorganization that was tion. On this basis, familiarity would influence the
achieved the first time the figure was seen. 1 What ultimate perceptual organization of the fragmented
remains unanswered, however, is whether the re- figure, but its influence would take place at a stage
trieved representation influences perceptual organi- of processing subsequent to the completion of
zation directly, or whether its influence occurs sub- organizational processes. Factors that influence
sequent to organizational processes. memory retrieval (e.g., Leeper's verbal cues) would

In interpreting his results, Leeper (1935) took the thereby affect the selection of a meaningful per
position that familiarity has a direct effect on per- ceptual organization, but information in memory
ceptual organization. He argued that past experience would not affect the act of organization itself. This
introduces a perceptual organization that must kind of two-stage model of recognition is compatible

with the traditional Gestalt position (Koffka, 1935;
reaffirmed by Zuckerman & Rock, 1957), which
contends that past experience has no effect on
organizational processes.

The purpose of the present study was to determine
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if familiarity has a direct effect on perceptual organi
zation. The study was based on Sternberg's (1969)
additive factors method for identifying stages of
processing. According to this method, two variables
are inferred to have affected the same stage of pro
cessing if they have an interactive effect on reaction
time. If the two variables have an additive effect on
reaction time, they are inferred to have affected
different stages of processing.

In order to examine the stages of processing in
the perception of fragmented figures, Leeper's pro
cedure was simplified with respect to both the stimuli
used and the task performed by the subject. The
stimuli were varied with respect to fragmentation
(intact vs, fragmented alphabet letters) and famili
arity (alphabet letters presented in either their normal
orientation or rotated 180 deg into an unfamiliar
orientation). The task involved the same-different
comparison of pairs of intact and pairs of frag
mented letters.

Two alternative models were considered. In the
first it was proposed that familiarity and fragmenta
tion affect the same stage of processing. This one
stage model, which was consistent with the hypoth
esis that familiarity has a direct effect on organiza
tional processes, would be supported by a signifi
cant interaction between the effects of familiarity
and fragmentation. In the second model it was pro
posed that familiarity and fragmentation affect
different stages of processing. This two-stage model
was consistent with the hypothesis that the effect
of familiarity occurs at a stage of processing sub
sequent to organizational processes. It would be
supported by evidence that the effects of familiarity
and fragmentation are additive.

Of further concern was the mode of processing
underlying same-different comparison. When
complex fragmented figures are used, as in Leeper's
study, the increase in perceptual unity that ac
companies recognition has sufficient phenomenal
impact to clearly implicate organizational pro
cessing. In this simplified version of Leeper's task,
it remained possible that "same" responses would
not be based exclusively on organizational processes.

In a series of experiments, Hock (1973), Hock,
Gordon, and Gold (1975), Hock, Gordon, and
Marcus (1974), and Hock and Ross (1975) have ob
tained evidence for individual differences in the
mode of processing underlying "same" comparison.
These individual differences involve a distinction
between structural and analytic modes of processing.
Structural processes are hypothesized to involve the
organization of the detailed parts of a stimulus into
a well-formed whole. Analytic processes are hypoth
esized to involve the decomposition of stimulus
information into a set of features.

Structural processes involve the use of Gestalt
type organizational rules in conjunction with schem-

atic information involving spatial relations. Thus,
Hock and Ross (1975) inferred that subjects whose
"same" responses were facilitated by the Gestalt
property of symmetry had emphasized a structural
mode of processing. For these subjects, it was found
that familiarity facilitated the spatial rotation of
one stimulus into the orientation of a second stimulus.
In a subsequent study, Hock, Whitehurst, and
Throckmorton (Note 1) also inferred that subjects
whose "same" responses were facilitated by the
Gestalt property of symmetry had emphasized a
structural mode of processing. They found, for these
subjects, that familiarity facilitated the spatial repro
duction of dot patterns.

While structural processes involve referencing
visual information to a spatial framework, analytic
processes involve inferring the identity of a stimulus
by attending to its spatially invariant distinctive
features. Thus, Hock et al. (1975) inferred that sub
jects whose "same" reaction times were unaffected
by the orientation of pairs of alphabet letters had
emphasized an analytic mode of processing. It was
found that these subjects based their "same" re
sponses to pairs of physically identical letters on a
comparison of verbal codes rather than on a more
direct perceptual comparison. In a subsequent study
involving word-picture comparison, emphasis on
analytic processes was inferred for subjects whose
reaction times were unaffected by the orientation
of the pictures (Hock, Gordon, & Corcoran, 1976).
For these subjects, it was found that word-picture
matches were faster when the words were general
category names that when they were specific category
names of the pictured object. Since more general
levels of categorization require attention to fewer
distinctive features, this result was consistent with
Bruner's (1957) contention that categorization in
volves inferring the categorical identity of a stimulus
from the minimal number of distinctive features.

The structural mode of processing hypothesized
in the series of studies by Hock and associates and
the organizational processes hypothesized by Leeper
are comparable in their emphasis on the formation
of perceptual wholes. The evidence for individual
differences, however, suggests that some subjects
may process the stimuli analytically rather than
structurally. That is, their "same" responses could
be based on a comparison of distinctive features
or verbal codes for the letters (Hock et al., 1975), and
not a wholistic comparison of all the information
in the fragmented letters.

Since the purpose of this study was to examine
the effect of familiarity on the perceptual organiza
tion of the fragmented figures, the hypothesized
stage models received their primary experimental
test for subjects emphasizing structural processes.
Evidence that familiarity has a direct effect on the
perceptual organization of the fragmented figures
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Table I
Mean "Same" Reaction Time (in Milliseconds) and Percentage

of Commission Errors"

(the one-stage model) would be obtained if structural
processors exhibited a significant interaction between
the effects of familiarity and fragmentation. Evi
dence that the effects of familiarity occur subsequent
to the perceptual organization of the fragmented
figures (the two-stage model) would be obtained if
the effects of familiarity and fragmentation were
additive for structural processors.

Normal (N)
Rotated (R)

(R - N)

"Indicated in parentheses

Intact

398 (1.5)
417 (2.0)

19 ( .5)

Fragmented

457 ( .5)
496 (1.0)

39 ( .5)

METHOD

Figure 1. Examples of fragmented stimuli used in this
experiment.

(I (I

96 stimuli were presented in a randomly mixed sequence that
was different for each subject. The experimental trials were pre
ceded by demonstrations of intact and fragmented letters and
12 practice trials with a mixed sequence of intact and fragmented
numerals.

Procedure
A small fixation dot was present before the start of each trial.

The stimuli were then presented for a period of 3 sec, unless the
subjects responded, whereupon the display was terminated. Sub
jects were instructed to respond, by pressing a button with the
thumb of the preferred hand, whenever the two letters were the
"same." When the letters were different, they were not to respond
in any way.' Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as
possible, with the restraint of keeping their errors to a minimum.
The reaction time from the onset of the stimulus display was the
dependent measure of primary concern.

Subjects
Sixteen male undergraduate students at Johns Hopkins

University voluntarily participated in this experiment. They were
paid $2 for an experimental session lasting about 20 min.

RESULTS

The mean "same" reaction times and errors of
commission are presented in Table 1. Analysis of
variance on the "same" reaction times indicated
that the effect of orientation (normal vs. rotated),
F(l,15) = 18.64, the effect of fragmentation (intact
vs. fragmented letters), F(l,15) = 73.06, and the
interaction between orientation and fragmentation,
F(l,15) = 14.81, were all significant, p < .005.
Errors of commission, which averaged 1.3010, were
evenly distributed (there was only one error of
omission). This error rate, however, was too small
to draw any firm conclusions concerning differential
speed-accuracy criteria among the various experi
mental conditions.

Of further concern was the possibility of individual
differences in processing underlying "same"
responses. Based upon previous studies (Hock, 1973;
Hock, Gordon, & Corcoran, 1976; Hock, Gordon,
& Gold, 1975; Hock, Gordon, & Marcus, 1974; Hock
& Ross, 1975), individual differences in processing
were inferred from the effect, on each subject's
"same" responses, of rotating the intact letters into
an unfamiliar orientation. Emphasis on structural
processes was inferred for subjects with large rota
tion effects for the intact letters; emphasis on
analytic processes was inferred for subjects with
small rotation effects for the intact letters. 3

Interaction contrasts (Sternberg, 1969) were also
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Stimuli
The stimuli were pairs of black uppercase alphabet letters

(24 pt. Copperplate-Gothic Heavy Pres type) presented on a white
background. Since familiarity was manipulated by presenting
the letters in either their normal orientation or rotated 1800 into
an unfamiliar orientation, letters that were invariant under 1800

rotation were not used. The letters were arranged horizontally,
and subtended a visual angle of 2.40

, at their farthest points,
when presented in a two-channel Scientific Prototype
tachistoscope.

The fragmented figures were constructed by deleting small
sections of alphabet letters. Each of the 12 letters appearing in
the experiment was fragmented in three different ways. One
fragmentation occurred in a "same" pair; the other two frag
mentations occurred in "different" pairs, which always involved
different letters, not different fragmentations of the same letter.
Each fragmentation appeared once in the familiar orientation
and once in the unfamiliar orientation of a letter. As a result,
the deleted information was identical in both orientations and
the opportunity for recognizing particular fragmentations was
minimized.

For half the stimuli, the two letters in a pair were the "same";
for the other half they were "different." Whether a pair of letters
constituted a "same" or "different" stimulus, both letters were
intact or both were fragmented. When a "same" pair was
composed of fragmented letters, they were each fragmented in
the same manner so that they constituted a physically identical
match. Examples of the stimuli used in this experiment are
presented in Figure I.

Design
The stimuli were assigned to experimental conditions according

to the orthogonal combination of three experimental variables:
same-different, intact-fragmented, and normal-rotated, with 12
stimuli falling within each combination. The resultant total of
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DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Scattergram for "same" responses. Each point
represents the data for one subject.

The significant interaction between orientation
and fragmentation supported the hypothesis that

Normal (N) 404 463
Rotated (R) 437 529
(R - N) 33 66

Eight Analytic Processors

Normal (N) 392 452
Rotated (R) 396 464
(R - N) 4 12

Eight Structural Processors

Intact Fragmented

Table 2
Mean "Same" Reaction (in Millisec.ouds), with Subjects Divided

into Two Groups According to Individual Differences
in Processing

these two variables affect a common stage of process
ing. Obtaining this interaction for subjects emphasiz
ing structural processes was important for two
reasons. First, it implied that the common stage
affected by orientation and fragmentation involved
structural/organizational processing rather than
analytic processing. Second, previous studies (Hock,
1973; Hock & Ross, 1975) have shown that for
structural processors the manipulation of orientation
(normal vs. rotated) and the direct manipulation
of familiarity (familiar vs. unfamiliar) have
equivalent effects on "same" reaction time. This,
together with Rock and Heimer's (1957) evidence
that rotation has a substantial effect on the recogni
tion of fragmented figures, made it reasonable to
conclude that rotation constituted a meaningful
manipulation of familiarity. The experimental results
were therefore consistent with Leeper's (1935)
assertion that familiarity can have a direct effect on
the structural/organizational processing of frag
mented figures.

The results were inconsistent with the Gestalt con
tention (Koffka, 1935; Zuckerman & Rock, 1957)
that familiarity does not affect organizational
processes. Support for this contention would have
been obtained if the effects of orientation and frag
mentation had been additive. This result would have
indicated that the two variables affected different
stages of processing.

The significant interaction between orientation
and fragmentation is readily explained in terms of
Neisser's (1967) theory, from which it could be
argued that the synthesis of the fragmented informa
tion into an organized unit is facilitated by schematic
information in memory. The finding that the effect
of fragmentation was smaller for normally oriented
than for rotated letters could then be attributed to
the failure of memorial schemes to influence
synthetic/organizational processes when the letters
were in an unfamiliar orientation.

Before concluding, it should be noted that the
results of this experiment cannot be generalized to
all stimuli or to all levels of fragmentation of the
stimuli. It is obvious that if too little information
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computed for each subject. This was done by deter
mining the effect of fragmentation (fragmented
minus intact) for the rotated letters, and subtracting
from it the effect of fragmentation for the normally
oriented letters. A positive interaction contrast would
indicate that the size of the fragmentation effect
was smaller for pairs of normal letters than for pairs
of letters rotated into an unfamiliar orientation.

The interaction contrasts and rotation effects (for
intact letters) of each subject are plotted on the
scattergram presented in Figure 2. The correlation
coefficient computed for this scattergram was signifi
cant, r = 0.71, P < .01. 4 An examination of the
scattergram indicated that negative interaction con
trasts were obtained only for subjects with small
or negative rotation effects for the intact letters (the
latter indicating analytic processing). Subjects with
large rotation effects for the intact letters (indicating
structural processing) all had positive interaction
contrasts. The significant interaction between orien
tation and fragmentation could therefore be attri
buted to the data from subjects who emphasized a
structural mode of processing. Separate analyses of
variance were performed for the eight subjects with
the largest rotation effects for the intact letters (struc
tural processors) and the eight subjects with the
smallest rotation effects for the intact letters (analytic
processors). A significant interaction was obtained
for the structural group, F(I,7) = 64.50, p < .005,
but not for the analytic group, F(1,7) < 1.0. The
mean "same" reaction times for these two groups of
subjects are presented in Table 2.
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were deleted from a stimulus there would be minimal
effect of fragmentation on perceptual processing.
Similarly, if too much information were deleted it
could become impossible for an appropriate memory
trace to be retrieved. Most important, perhaps, is
the kind of information that is deleted. In the present
experiment, our deletion procedure focused on the
points where two or more lines intersected. There
was, however, no a priori reason other than our own
intuition that this was the "best" way to fragment
the letters.

It is conceivable that future research can elaborate
on the nature of structural/organizational processes
by the systematic deletion of information from a
figure. That is, the theoretical structural schemes
underlying the perception of a letter could be in
vestigated by deleting information that is critical to
the scheme. While it is early to speculate on the
nature of these schemes, the spatial nature of struc
tural processing suggests that they may involve a
specification of the spatial relations between the
parts of a figure as well as the intersections in the
figure that represent critical foci for structural!
organizational processes. These spatial specifications
may serve as a kind of blueprint that enables Gestalt
type structural rules to influence perceptual organiza
tion.

REFERENCE NOTES
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modes ofprocessing and the retention ofpreviously seen stimuli. In
preparation.
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NOTES

I. This explanation for the immediate recognition of pre
viously seen fragmented figures was originally offered by
Zuckerman and Rock (1957). They argued that subjects retain
memory traces of both the fragmented and reorganized versions
of a previously seen fragmented figure. When they see the frag
mented figure again, they can immediately retrieve the associated
"correct" reorganization that was achieved during the initial
examination of the fragmented figure.

2. Only "same" responses were obtained since Egeth and
Blecker (1971), Hock (1973), and others have found that rotating
familiar stimuli into an unfamiliar orientation affects "same,"
but not "different," reaction time.

3. The effect of rotation on "same" reaction time therefore
served as both a measure of familiarity and of individual
differences. There was no confounding involved here. Previous
studies (Hock, 1973; Hock & Ross, 1975) have shown that the
"same" responses of both structural and analytic processors
are affected by familiarity (familiar vs, unfamiliar stimuli).
However, the effect of familiarity is invariant under rotation
(familiar vs. rotated-familiar) for analytic processors, but not
structural processors.

4. Although the two variables entering into the correlation
were not independent, the effect of this was to suppress rather
than enhance the obtained correlation.
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